
Personalized GPT for your business needs



Who Are We?

HabileLabs is dedicated to driving digital transformation 
through cutting-edge software and IT services, prioritizing 
authenticity and future-ready digital experiences. Their AI 
& Machine Learning services empower businesses to 
thrive in dynamic markets, leveraging data for insights 
and revenue opportunities. With a commitment to
automating processes and advanced analytics, HabileLabs
positions clients to surpass competition, meet customer 
demands, and be at the forefront of AI-driven success. As 
a partner in navigating the digital landscape, HabileLabs
ensures sustained growth through innovation and 
strategic technology adoption.



Introducing ProGPT – Build Your Own ChatGPT ChatBOT

Since the inception of ChatGPT, the Habilelabs team has embraced it wholeheartedly, 
utilizing this chatbot across diverse applications such as blogging, coding, marketing 
messages, and more. The adaptability of ChatGPT has notably boosted our productivity.

One constraint of ChatGPT is its knowledge limited to the general Internet, specifically up to 
approximately July 2021.

Then someone had an idea: "What if we teach ChatGPT about our website and the 
information we already have? That way, we can generate insightful responses using our own 
expert content, adapting it for question answering purposes.

And thus, ProGPT came into existence!



What is ProGPT?

With ProGPT, you have the freedom to build your own personalized ChatBOT using your data, sourced from PDFs, 
various websites, or Confluence spaces. This tailored ChatGPT-4 powered chatbot, ensures prompt and precise 
responses based on your content. Say goodbye to the guesswork when addressing customer service queries, 
interacting with documents, or enabling customers to pose natural questions. Forget about the hassle of typing 
keywords into search boxes—ProGPT streamlines the process, providing a seamless and efficient solution for your 
specific requirements.

It operates by incorporating your data from PDFs, any website, or Confluence spaces, using OpenAI's powerful language 
models (LLMs) to craft a customized ChatGPT ChatBOT tailored to your specific requirements.

So, when you or your customer poses a question, you'll receive ChatGPT responses that are grounded in your business 
content or documents.



Why Is ProGPT Needed Anyway?

As ChatGPT is trained solely on the broader internet until 2021, it lacks awareness of the distinctive aspects of 
your business, the blog post you shared yesterday, the recent helpdesk article, or the content within your 
internal folders.

For instance, at Habilelabs, we specialize in various latest AI solutions. Our website serves as a valuable 
repository of expert insights, illustrating how AI contributes to the effectiveness of different solutions we offer.
But, ChatGPT lacks knowledge about those topics.

Now that ProGPT has learned from our entire website (it only took about 15 minutes!), we can ask it questions 
about our site. For example, we can request ProGPT to create a short 100-word overview explaining how 
Habilelabs provides top-notch solutions in the latest AI. We can also ask for answers suited to a French customer 
“asking about our pricing”. It's worth noting that ChatGPT understands a whopping 92 different languages.

This is just one out of over 100 use cases for ProGPT in our business.



What Can You Do With It?

Imagine the exciting things ChatGPT could do if it had knowledge about your content.

Here are some simple ideas to consider:

1. Swift and Accurate Customer Service: Respond promptly and accurately to customer service queries.

2. Natural Language Customer Queries: Allow potential customers to ask questions in natural language, eliminating 
the need for typing keywords in search boxes.

3. Seamless Integration: Integrate ProGPT seamlessly into your website, helpdesk, apps, and more.

4. PDF Research Made Easy: Fetch content directly from PDFs, enabling efficient information extraction.

5. Efficient Sub-URL Content Retrieval: Retrieve all sub-URL content effortlessly by providing only the base URL, 
allowing you to access comprehensive information from different sections of your website. Alternatively, opt to 
fetch all content on a specific sub-URL only by providing the sub-URL alone.



Contd...

1. Confluence Space Content Fetching: Fetch content from a Confluence space with precision. You can 
selectively obtain markdown content or opt to retrieve all attachments, encompassing PDFs, Excel files, 
images, and videos, providing a versatile approach to accessing a wide range of data.

2. Legal and Insurance Assistance: For law firms or insurance companies, load in case documents and obtain 
quick answers based on comprehensive case data, saving hours previously spent on manual PDF retrieval.

3. Export Conversations: Easily export conversations from ProGPT for future reference or collaboration.

4. Share Conversations: Create projects within ProGPT to organize and manage your conversations 
effectively. Share these projects with peers to facilitate collaborative engagement and conduct interactive 
question-answer sessions with uploaded content, enhancing overall collaboration and knowledge-sharing 
among peers.

5. Versatile Use Cases: Explore over 100 additional use cases for ProGPT.



How ProGPT Works?

In a nutshell, ProGPT revolutionizes your experience by digesting your website content, extracting 
valuable insights from PDFs, and incorporating information from your Confluence space. Leveraging 
OpenAI's potent language models, ProGPT constructs a personalized ChatGPT-style chatbot just for you.

Now, you can effortlessly ask questions and issue commands, eliminating the need to tediously type 
keywords in search boxes. The power to extract, integrate, and interact—ProGPT streamlines the process, 
making information retrieval and communication a seamless experience.

Setting up ProGPT is a breeze and only takes about 2 minutes..

All you need to do is , simply go to the "Create Project" section. Here, you have the flexibility to add a 
combination of multiple PDF uploads, input base URLs for sub-URL content fetching, provide standalone 
URLs, or seamlessly integrate Confluence. For Confluence integration, just provide the Confluence URL, 
username,API Keys and space keys, and ProGPT will handle the rest. It's that simple!



Training With OpenAI

Once we initiate the process with your website URLs, documents, or Confluence space, we systematically 
crawl through your content. Subsequently, we leverage OpenAI's robust language models, known as LLMs, 
to construct a chatbot infused with your specific content. In just a matter of minutes, your chatbot is 
ready to go and fully operational.

You always have access to the latest models from OpenAI, ensuring your ProGPT bot stays updated with 
their innovations. All of this is available on a secure, cloud-hosted, no-code subscription platform.

As you introduce new content or update existing information on your website, you simply need to 
navigate to the ProGPT Pages Section to refresh the updates and stay current.

This results in your personalized ChatGPT-style chatbot. Test it out by asking questions that only someone 
familiar with all your content would know, such as "Can you explain the company's purpose?" or "What 
are the pricing details?" .

To experience it, simply visit https://progpt.biz/, sign up, and explore various monthly and yearly 
subscription options, all of which are incredibly affordable.

https://progpt.biz/


Tech Stack

Database

ChromaDB

Sqlite3

Back-end

Python

UI/ UX

UI Design 
Prototyping  
UX Strategy

Front-

end
HTML 5/CSS 3
jQuery
JavaScript

FrameWork
Django
Langchain



Contact Us

DevelopmentCenter:

HabileLabs Pvt. Ltd.

4th Floor, I.G.M. SeniorSecondary PublicSchool Campus, Sec-93

Agarwal Farm, Mansarovar, Jaipur (Raj.)–302020

info@habilelabs.io

+91-9828247415 | +91-9887992695

www.habilelabs.io
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http://www.habilelabs.io/


Thank You


